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o Introduction. T~tan is an Athapaskan language S~Oken in Northern 
British Columbia. Recently collected Tahltan data shows a consonant 
harmony process involving the features [stridentJ and [anteriorJ. The 
harmony occurs within the three coronal, non-lateral affricate series, 
Dr. DZ and D~4 with D\ assimilating to DZ and D~ and with DZ assimil
ating to D\ and M. The relevant distinguishing features are outlined 
in (1): 

(1 ) 
j)~ 

DZ 
DZ 

coronal 
+ 
+ 
+ 

strident 

+ 
+ 

anterior 
+ 
+ 

The consonants in these three series appear in stems, prefixes, and a 
formative. 
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In section 1 I will give data from a number of prefixes to show 
the extent of the assimilation. Section 2 will characterize the 
harmony in a metrical framework parallel to Halle and Vergnaud's (1981) 
account of the Navaho harmony and seotion 3 will argue against this 
analysis. Section 4 will present an autosegmenta1 account of the 
harmony. 

1.0 AtJected Prefixes. The Athapaskan verb is composed of a stem (root + 
suffix and a series of prefixes. Noun stems ~ also be preceded by 
prefixes. The prefix consonants assimilate to either the stem-initial 
or stem-final consonants with earlier verbal prefixes on the left 
assimilating to later ones on the right. Five ~refixes with assimilating 
segments are discussed below. The chosen underlying forms are clearly 
supported by histOrical, distributional and phonological evidence and 
are not argued for here. 

s t Pereo 5i r Sub'e Pronoun. This pronoun surfaces 
as s before stems containing a wide variety of consonants as shown 
in 2 a. It ~ also surface as [QJ and (lrsJ when preceding stem 
consonants in the appropriate affricate series as in (2)b and c. 

(2)a /s/ - [sJ 
i. ? idi.§lin 

ii. ?ast'e 
iii. e.§dan 
iv. d.a,!bel 
v. na'es?a 

vi. e!!t,a· 
vii. e.!'te·h 

b /s/-+(6J 
i. niibt 
ii.di~ 

iii. 7edede9t',,6 
iv. ta.2t~ 

'1'm angry' 
'I am' 
'1 am drinking' 
'1 'm floating' 
'1'm gambling' 
'I'm gutting fish' 
'1'm itchy' 

'I got hot' 
'I coughed' 
'I cut II\Yself' 
'1'm dead' 

v. na?adede·9tQa. 
vi. e9tQetQ -

vii. hOcl'edi9tQlet 
viii. n~-

ix. di2tQllk 
x.~t 

xi. eiW 
xii. hot'*etQ 

xiii. ted~Qlet 
xiv. ?ed~il 

%Y. e~uQ 

, I dried II\Yself' 
'I'm eating' 
'1 fell down' 
'I'm fat' 
'I heard' 
'I'm hot' 
'I'm itchy' 
'I rolled II\Yself ••• • 
'I'm tired' 
• I warmed lI\YSeU' 
• I whipped him' 

c /s/--[&J 
i. ~eneit'%s '1'm folding it' 

ii. di!t~ 'I love you ' 
iii. nedenelditll 'I moved ••• a body part I 
iv. ninaneiJdl" 'I moved camp' 
v. eiYa'e- '1'm sick' 

vi. ,yesc2:r;n 'I sung' 
v~~. YaltlletiJ '1 splashed it' 

1.2 Qi 5 First Person Pl al Subect Pronoun. [Qid] occurs widel,y 
with a majority of stem consonants, sid occurs with stem DZ and D~ 
series consonants and [!lidJ occurs with stem D~ series consonants only 
as shown in (3) a, b and c respectively. 

(3)a /Q/-[QJ 
i. dedeji,dih 

ii. men~dlel 
iii. t~lanQit'a7 
iv. d~grll 
v. ne·~bin 

b /Q/--,,[sJ 
i. dadene.!!id'Vs 

ii • laiU. t I" s 
iii. tl'andel!it 'i\S 
iv. nasit lats 
v. neritets 

vi. eIDde,!!i t I ats 
vii. tine§j.t 'ats 

viii. desidzel 
ix. xa.SIdis 
x. ledede2!ts'%,t 

xi. sigwe 
xii. de§j.t I"S 

xiii. hogaf&!!t'as 
xiv. desidlih 

%Y. meient'otl 
xvi. lel!thtli 

%Yii. leneJiUu! 

'we waved' 
'we wanted it' 
'we turned around' 
'we threw it' 
'we were swimming' 

:::'I~}b~;~ it' 
'we 2 are walking around' 
'we 2 went on a trip' 
'we pl) went to bed' 
'we're going hunting' 
'we (2) are going ~, 
'we (2) hollered' 
'we're plucking it' 
'we scratched ourselves' 
'we're tickling him' 
'we (2) are walking' 
'we're working' 
'we're breathing' 
'we're breastfeeding' 
'we tied it' 
'we folded it' 
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c /e/-[~] 
i. i.§j.cotl' 'we blew' 

ii. ~dze 'we're called ••• ' 
l.i:L. te edene~dzut \e chased it' 
iv. me a e.§j.ts 1 'we combed it' 
v. .§1tsut 'we grabbed it' 

vi. lede.§j.tsa 'we loved each other' 
vii. gadew-e 'we (2) are running' 

viii. ew-a e 'we are sick' 
ix. e~dza e 'we were sick' 
:.:. £,i.a.3 n 'we Ca.l1t1' 

xi. ka..§j.dz 'we (pl) took pl. obj. out' 

1. ee Con" tion Marker.6 The data in (4) shows the wide dictribution 
of ee and the predictable di~ribution of Ese] before stems Wl.th the 
DZ and DZ consonant series and L~e] before stems with the D~ consonant 
series. Forms (4)b vi. through xi. show that assimilation can be 
triggered by a prefix consonant, in this case the first person cingulaI' 
subject pronoun, / s/. 

(4)a /e/_[G] 
i • .ii un 

ii. Qilih 
iii. QLke 

i v. ;;;e anaGi tin 
v. ne·§!.biii 

vi. §!.t' e 
b /G/~[sJ 

i • .u.sdzan 
ii. JWldzan 

iii. !e,u.tsx.ts 
i v. .§j.htsan 

v • .§j.bets 
vi. §j!.sten 

vii. 7ede§j!.(esgin 
viii. ~sda 

ix. ne.§.!sbin 
x. til:'anses 7a 

xi. me~sesda 

c /e/-[lr.] 
i. d.\h,t'€nw 

'I shot it' 
'I tasted it' 
'I was sitting 
'I dreamed' 
'I swa.m' 
'I cut it' 

'I'm old' 
'you're old' 
'I tied it' 

down' 

'I smelled it' 
'I'm stretching' 
'I froze up' 
'I killed myself' 
'I was sitting down' 
11 swam' 
'I turned around' 
'I waited for a long time for' 

'it's hanging on a pole' 

1.4 /ts'el Inspecified Subject Pronoun. This pronoun is used to represent 
an unspecified subject. The wide distribution of fts'e] as well as "the 
predictable distribution of [te'e] and [t~'e] are shown in (5)a.-c. 

(5)a /ts'/- [ts'] 
i. na?ats'e?a 

i i. naht S"iIbau 
iii. ts'edei·a~i 
iv. ~ts'its'et 
v. mekadats'e ~ots 
vi.~ 

'Tahltan cambling game' 
'one's hanging it' 
'one's scraping it' 
'someone scratched me' 
'one is shouting at him' 
'it tastes bad' 
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b /ts'/-[tG] 
i. ~yehQe 

H. te'et'aQ 
iii. ta~det'a' 

c /ts'/-[t~'J 
i. tedahu~dene!lyut 

'one tans;tanning' 
'one cuts;cutting' 
'one fleshes;fleshing' 

'one chased them awa,y' 

irst Person Si ar Possessive ronoun. One nominal prefix, 
es , is affected in the same way as the four preceding verbal prefixes.7 

The underlying form occurs widely with a majority of the stem consonant 
inventor,y and is the exclusion form for speakers who do not harmonite 
with this morpheme. [eG] occurs regularly before stems with the Df 
series consonants. While [e~J occurs, [es] is the dominant form 
before alveopalatal stem conscnants. With this morpheme, there is 
clearly strident harmony while anterior harmony is less common. Da.ta 
in (6 )a-c show the three form::> of this pronoun. 

(6)a /s/ ..... [s] 
i. eslede 

ii. esxohe 
iii. es1u? 
iv. esl$ele 
v. eSZAse 

vi • .u1edz 
vii. w"nd!te 

b /s/_ [e] 
i. siQae 

ii. ~ee· 
iii. ~ee9' 
iv. ~n'e 

'my smoke' 
'my Grizzly' 
'my tooth' 
'my trap' 
'my bear' 
'my dress' 
'my geose' 

'my sand' 
'my rock' 
'my meat' 
'my star' 

c /s/-[IIJ 
i. ~t§'xde 'my gristle' 

ii. w-atl'ule 'my rainbow' 
iii. ilt4i1e·de 'my pillow' 

2.0 Characterizing the Harm0n.y. The consonant harmony demonstrated by 
the data in section 1 shows a right (R) to left (L) effect with the 
consonant of a stem or prefix to the right triggering assimilation in 
a prefix to the left. Such a unidirectional harmony is one chaI'"..l.cter
istic, according to Halle and Vergnaud (1981), of harmony that i::; best 
captured metrically. In this section I will consider a metrical 
analysis of the Tahltan data. The account will be similar to that of 
metrical assimilation of Navaho given by Halle ~d Vergnaud (henceforth 
H and V). 

2.1 The Metrical Analxsis. II and V (1981) propose that metrical 
hannony precesses can be accounted for by specifying values for the 
following parameters: 

Terminal Nodes: the segments involved in the projection 
required for the harmony. In Tahltan, the [+corenal, 
-lateralJ series. 

-" 
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Direction of Propogation: the direction, R'-'L or 
L .... R. that the ha:rmony proceeds. For Ta.hltan the 
direction is R~. 
Opaque Elements: segments which are opaque to the 
harm0rv. There are no opaque elements in the 
Ta.hltan hannorv. 
Pruning Rules: IUles to eliminate nodes from a tree 
if necessary. This is not necessary in 'l'a.hl tan. 
HarmonY Process: describes which feature is copied to 
the root of the metrical tree. In Ta.hltan. [strident] 
and optionallY [anterior] is copied by IUle to the 
root of the tree. 

This metrical account of 'l'a.hltan hannorv can account for the four 
changes exhibited in ihe data: s .... G, s~§, G....s. G-tA. An example of 
each is given in (7). 

(7)a.s .... G -s 

A 
es duG 

*~ * eQluG 'I Whipped him' dHiUa 'I love you' 

c.,G- s 
+s 

/'... 
Gi bets 

+s 

~an 
~1 n ~g 1:2 

+a :::a 
sibets 'I'm stretching' sincizan 'you're old' 

e. G ..... " 

~ 
d.IIGe 10 flu! 

;i un 
iv-set~ 'it's hanging on a pole' 

In (7)b both the strident and anterior value is copied to the root of 
the the tree while (7)1i shows that the anterior value need not be copied. 

3.0 Word Formation and Directicmality. According to the above account. 
the rightmost consonant of the projection DII1St be specified as the 
d.ominaDt CDIlSolJlUlt. Here I will show that this need not actuallY be 
etipula.ted but that this dtrecticmality is a direct consequence of word 
formation. I am assuming a lexical phonology framework as in lCipersk;r 
(1982) were the phonological rules occur in conjunction with the 
morphology. 
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In Athapa.skan languages, prefixes are added from the right to 
the left to a stem. This unidirectional word formation predicts that 
features from the stem would spread onlY to the left onto prefixes as 
affixation occurs. If the apparent unidirectionality of the ha:rmorv 
is a consequence of word formation and not of the harmorv itself, then 
this would predict that in a situation were word formation is not 
directional then the features could spread either R-+L or L-R. There 
are two kinds of evidence suggesting that feature spreading can take 
place L-+R as well as R-L. The first is from stem internal 
assimilation and the second is from compounds. 

3.1 Stem Internal Data. Within some stems, the harmorv appears to 
proceed from the stem-final to the stem-initial consonant;spreading 
form R""L. The stem ~ 'snow' in 'l'a.hltan has only a st~final 
dental in Slave, :mi.:r-Proto-Athapa.skan stem *VS 'bear,l is ~ in 
'l'shltan where the predicted form would be [9'~ In other stems the 
initial consOlllll1ts acts as a trigger causing L ... R spreading to the 
final consonant. Stems such as -t~~ 'fold', -t~og 'featheflf' be 
soft' (Slave -tlod), and -M!etG 'eat' exemplify this spread. 

:}.2 /s/ Compound Formative. A compound formative, /s/, is found between 
two stem elements in marv 'l'shltan compounds. Data in (8) a-c show the 
three possible forms of the formative: [s] with a variety of stem 
consonants. [G] and [li] with consonants from the appropriate series. 

(8)a /s/-+ [s] 
i. tSi,!!,>1dle 

ii. k'a.!f;one 
iii. ke,!!SVt 
iv. k'asba.?e 
v. tu,§,te 

b /s/_[G] 
i. la.~G'ege 
ii. I1~G'~' 

'bald (head + ?), 
'adams apple (? +?), 
'8lIkle knob ( foot + knee)' 
'ptarmigan ( ? + fP'Oy)' 
'snipe (water + ?)' 

'mid 3 fingers (hand + ?), 
'cheek ( ? + flesh)' 

c /s/-Dn 
i. ke!tio 'big toe ( foot + be big)' 

ii. lastso 'thumb ( hand + be big)' 
111. etri4t~0 'blueberries (berry + be big)' 
iv.tl.a!Yane 'ram (? + ?), 
v. yo!didZe 'womb (? + ?), 

The data. in (8)b and (8)c i and ii show clear R-L spread. In (8)c 
iii...,. the direction of spread is unclear because the formative has 
stem C0l160ll&l1ts on either side which could trigger the harmorv. While 
these data\, thus. tell us nothing about directionality of harmorv. the 
data in (9 J show that harmony can indeed be L-R in compounds. 

(9)a tQa'jlw 'shin (? + foot)' 
b tGeit~'untega 'store bought rope (? + rope + ?). 

It is clear that if the left mos1; stem contains a potential trigger 
then the harmorv can be L"'R. 



These two types of evid.ence from compounds and. from historical 
and comparative stem internal information show that in a situation 
where the apparent R~L directionality of word formation is obsoured, 
the harmon,y can work in either direotion. H and V (1981:1) oall this 
ciominant (as opposed to direotional_etrio) harmon,y and state that 
" ••• the facts of dominant harmon,y are best desoribed With the 
devioes of autosegmental phonology. II This kind of data can not be 
handled in a metrical framework. It appears then, that Tahltan ~ 
require both types of harmon,y if H and V's proposals are adopted. In 
H and. V's metrical analysis of Navaho, no data is given to suggest 
that L~R spreading can occur. There is no reason, therefore, to 
dissociate the direotionality of word formation from the harmon,y 
process itself and to necessitate an autosegmental analysis. If 
direotionality follows from word formation and need. not be 
s·tipulated then this simplifies the grammar. 
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4.0 Autose!ll!!entaJ, Theory. In autosegmental theory, the following 
must be stipulated ~ocording to H and V (1981); In Tahltan the three 
series D~, DZ and DZ make up the olass of segments to which the 
autosegments ma;}' attach. All meaningful units, stems and prefixes 
oontaining these oonsonants will have an unlinked. [strident] and 
[anteriorl autosegment associated (though unlinked) with them in the 
lexicon.l~ Because the stem formative is not a meaningful unit and 
appears to be lexically frozen I will assume that it has no autosegment 
associated with it. A set of conditions on the linking of autosegments 
to the core in harmon,y processes have also been adapted by H and V 
(1981:4 (mine» from Goldsmith's (1974) proposed conditions for tonal 
autosegments. These conditions are shown in (10). 

(10)a. Each (consonant) slot is linked. to at most 
one autosegment 

b. Floating autosegments are linked to all 
accessible (consonant) slots 

c. unlinked autosegments are deleted at the 
end of the derivation. 

There has been a lot of discussion ab~t the specific olaims of 
autosegmental characterizations of vowel harmon,y. These can be 
/J'eneralized to deal with consonant hannon,y as well. Authors 
{Clements, H and V, Kiparsk;y and Anderson) have suggested a number 
of controversial properties that warrant diSCUSSion. 

Clements (1976) discusses a number of properties common to 
vowel harmon,y ~stems, the most interesting of which is the notion 
of bidirectionality. It is crucial to note that While linking may 
occur unidirectionally as in tone assignment (L ... R following 
Goldsmith 1976), spreading ~ be in both direotions. 

H and V (1981) make two interesting claims in dealing with 
harmon,y, one related to core specification and one to constraints on 
linking. 

In discussing Akan vowel harmon,y, H and V (1981 :5) assume that 
all vowels are specified in the core as the unmarked value, [-ATR]. 

This means that when an autoseglllSnt is linked to a vowel, the auto
segmental value takes precedence over the core value but when no 
autosegm~nt is linked, the oore value of the vowel surfaces. 
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For Finnish vowel hamon,y, H and V (1981:7-8) further stipulate 
a language specific oonstraint such that • ••• autosegments on the 
tier for the feature [back] may be linked only with vowel slots which 
are either [+round] or [+low]." This aocounts for the fact that only 
vowels which are [+round] or [+low] participate in the harmon,y. This 
type of language speoific constraint can be dealt With more generally. 
The constraints on linking rules follow from a principle of Structure 
Preservation such that no rule may introduce lexically non-distinctive 
feature specification. within the lexical component of the grammar 
(Kiparsk;y 1983:12). 

4.1 An Autosementa.l Solution. Following H and V, I Will assume that 
in underlying representations (OR) that all consonants are redundantly 
specified for the. features [strident] and [anterior]. This is necessary 
so that pref1xes 1n verbs where the stem has no associated autosegment 
from a D3, DZ or D~ segment Will be phonetically realized with their 
core values. Because there are both underlying dental and alveolar 
prefix consonants, these core values cannot be left unspecified to 
later be filled by default rules. 

I will also assume that a [-strident] and [-anterior] autosegment 
may not link to a [-anterior] or [-strident] segment respectively. As 
ceen in (1), no [-strident, -anteriQr] segments oocur. This linking 
constraint follows automatically given structure preservation and need 
not be stipulated in an ad hoc fa$ion in the grammar. 

One further assumption is necessary. I will follow Goldsmith 
and Anderson in proposing a statement of directionality such that 
autosegments link Right--to-Left. This R-+L linking is unusual <Il1d 
interesting in that it is the marked direotion of association. 1j 

Several underlying representations are shown in (11). 

(11) a. t+aJ(+aJ b. l+aJ t.+al 
[+sl (-s:l [-s) f:t.sl 

nis ~it Qid ~s~ 

U ;1 ;i tit 
'I got hot' 'we're tickling him' 

c. (+s) t+sJ d. t-s) (+s] 
Era] t-a.J (+a) t-a.l 
dis tk meleQid t'ot~ 
U i"S ;1 +s -a. -a. 

'I love you' 'we're breastfeeding' 



e. [+11,1 (+aJ 
c,..sJ (+sJ 

tQl.· ske 

+i :1:1 

(+aj 
(-s) 

'shin' 'mossberr,y' 

In (11)& and b, the [striden!l autosegment associates R-+L to all 
available slots as in thJil derivations in (12) a and b .• 

(12) a. b. 
(+a) C+~ (+a1 C+a] 
(+s) t-s) [..sJ (+sJ 

UR nis ht Qid "'lin 

link 
spread 
delete 

outpat 

:l:t :!::t +It :I:lt 

nie'iit 'I got hot' Qigwe 'we're tiifi~ 

The derivation of (11) c shows a palatal stem consonant where the 
[anterior] autosegment spreads, (11) d shows where it does not. 
Derivations are as follows. 

(13) (:~6J (+sJ d"!-s] (+s] 
(+aJ t-aJ £ral £-l 

UR dis t~ me?eQid t 'ot; 

n :!::1 +1 :!::1 

F;. &-iU 
link I +sJ ----"'~ spread dis 1ra. me?eQid t 'ots 

delete :l:i :!::1 +It :!::1 

O\%I;pat di~h 'I love you' me?esit'otl 'we're 
breastfeediug' 

The form in (11) e shows a compound where the feature from the lett 
st_ apNaCIs to the right ado the OOIIIpOQl1d fomative which has no 
atttosepents associated with it. The derivation is shown in (14). 
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(14) e. 
t-sl (+8J 
C+/IJ (+~ 

UR tQ1.· eke 
-8 +a :l:i 

link (-~ 
spread t • Blee 
delete -s +a :l:i 

outpilt tQ1.·eke '&bin' 
Unlike the derivations in (12), (13) and (14), where directioD&lity was 
unimportut (association oould have been R-+L or L-tR giving the same 
results) the derivation of the Uft in (11) f provides a rationale for 
proposing the direotional association IUle and shows the effect ef 
strtlcture preservation. The derivation is shown in (15). 

(15) f. 
(-aJ &aJ 
C+sJ (-s1 

UR edi%ZlllS1; ,~ 

link * 
spread 

link 
delete 

-i1 +1 tt 
roeJ (+aJ 
[+s3 [-s) 

ed!~~ 
;t +1 :!::t 

* at this point in the 
derivation further spread 
is blocked by structure 
preservation because [~] 
is [_J in the core 

outpilt ed~tnAet'~ 'mossbsrr,y' 

Another case where direotion is orucial is in ·a compound With no 
campound foma.tive where both etems have autosegments. The compound 
~ 'beaver skin' ~l beaver. J!i skin) mwrl; be derived as in (16). 

( 16 ) t+1Q (+aJ 
&-~ t-sJ 

Ulil tea' '\~ 

:l:B :!::I:!::I 
link ~ spread tea'· ~ 
delete :l:B :!::I:!::t 
O\%I;JUt tM~ 'beaver sItin' 
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5.0 Conclusion. Several conclusions can be drawn from this analysis. 
Firstly, H and V's claim that the core can be redundantly specified for 
features that are autosegmentalized is supported in the Ta.hl tan data. 
Secondly, the la.ngua.ge specific constraints on linking rules proposed 
by H and V are better handled by Kiparsky's Principle of stucture 
Preservation. This allows otherwise ad hoc constraints to follow 
from a more general principle. Thirdly, by adopting an autosegmental 
analysis despite the apparent metrical nature of the harmony, we can 
treat the facts as a unified process. 

Notes 

1 I must thank Keren Rice for critical comments on an earlier draft of 
this paper. All errors and ommissions are, of course my own. 

~a.hltan is spoken in the viCinity of Telegraph Creek, Dease Lake and 
Iskut of the Stikine River. 

3This data was collected in the summers of 1981-83 by Dr. P. A. Shaw 
and myself. The project was funded by the National Museum of bIan, 
the B.C. Provincial Museum and a UBC Social Science and Humanities 
Research Grant. 

~e notation used is as follows where capital letters deSignate "-
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series as a whole and others represent the phonetic values: The dental 
series Dt includes [d~, te, te' (ejective), Q, 'b J, the alveolar series DZ 

includes [dz, ts, ts', s, zJ and the alveopalatal series D~ includes 
[d~, t~, t~', 9 (~). y \!)J. 

5The final [dJ in this pronoun IIJa3 not be apparent in the surface forms 
because of the l>-Effect rule whereby the final (dJ interacts with the 

stem-initial oonsonant, for example Qid + ? a-+Qit ' ... 

6The term conjugation marl<:er is used here to refer to a prefix separate 
from and occuring between an aspect and mode prefix. This is not a 
commonly used term in the literature. 

7There is some evidence to suggest that possession in oompound nouns 
IIJa3 act differently in that there is an adjacency requirement. I Will 
not deal with this problem here. 

8:tc is looronalJ, :ta is (anteriorJ and ;ts is [strident]. 

9Slave forms were provided by Keren Rice. 

11>roto-Athapaska.n forms are from ~uss and Leer 1979. 

~e future stem of at least one of these verbs provides a view of the 
stem initial consonant alone because the stem final consonant is 
lost when the future suffix [-d:J is a.dded:~ 'eat fut.'. The 
initial consonant is still a dental even when the final is deleted • 

.. 

12It is obligatory that the feature [strident J link and spread. but the 
feature [anterior J may link and spread optionally. Because these 
two features operate independmltly I will assume that they are on 
separate tiers. 

13This likely follOWS from the position of the head in Athapa.skan 
languages. 
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Tahltan Consonant Harmony 

0) c. lei ---oJ [l!] 

(4) Q. lei ~ [eJ 

!£1~ 
!a.lih 
Gilee 
iiieJanaQi tin 
ne·Ginbin 
!£t'AG 

(4) b. lei ~ [sJ 

§.!sdlall 
.§!ndlan . l- .., tent :r.ts 
.§ihtsan 
.ubets 
~sten 
tede~?esgin 
§.!sda 
nesesbin 
tl~~s7a? 
med.aga.~sda 

ERRATA 

Margaret F. Hardwick 

University of Toronto 

P3· 103 

'we blew' 
'we're called' 
'we chased it' 
'we combed it' 
'we grabbed it' 
'we loved each other' 
'we (2) are running' 
'we are sick' 
'we were sick' 
'we san~' 
'we (pI) took pl. obj. out' 

'I shot it' 
i I tasteC1. it. 
'I was sitting down' 
.... ed.reamed' 
'you swam' 
'I cut it' 

'I'm old' 
'you're old' 
'I tied it' 
'I smelled it' 
'I'm stretching' 
'I froze up' 
'I killed myself' 
'I was sitting down' 
'I swam' 
'I turned around' 
'I waited a long time for' 




